\textbf{START POSITION:} Standing in box S facing downrange with both hands on box on counter.

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{STAGE PROCEDURE} & \textbf{SCORING} \\
Engage PP1 & \textbf{SCORING:} Comstock, 20 rounds, 100 points \\
& \textbf{TARGETS:} 9 IPSC, 2 PP \\
Engage remaining targets as they & \textbf{SCORED HITS:} Best per 2 IPSC, KD = 1A \\
are visible without crossing fault line. & \textbf{START-STOP:} Audible - Last shot \\
& \textbf{PENALTIES:} Procedural. -10 \\
& No-shoot hit. -10 \\
& Miss. -10 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textbf{SETUP NOTES:} Use 8-foot 1x2 and black plastic to construct soft cover for poppers. Support soft cover with 3 wall brackets. Set targets T3, T4, T6, T7, T8 low, about 30 inches, and hidden by cable reels and barrels. Construct fault line about 20 feet up range from edge of barricades; use yellow tape and spikes. Firmly attach a cardboard box to center of front edge of table.

Props required: 1 3x3 box, Use 3x4 table on range, 2 cable reels, 2 barricades, 2 barrels, 2 PP, 9 target bases, 8 long 1x2, 10 short 1x2, 4 8-foot 1x2 and black plastic, roll of yellow tape and spikes, 3 wall brackets, 1 cardboard box.
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